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In this paper an examination is completed to explore the influence of variable thickness
and variable thermal conductivity on MHD stream. We have considered the governing
stream and heat transfer conditions as partial differential equations. These non-linear
partial differential equations are changed to non-linear ordinary differential equations
at that point explained numerically utilizing fourth order RK strategy with shooting
procedure. The influence of governing factors on velocity and temperature is
concentrated through diagrams and numerical estimations of skin frictions and wall
temperature inclination are determined, classified and examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

transmission in mhd viscoelastic fluid stream on elongating
sheet with adjustable thermal conductivity, non-uniform heat
source and radiation. Abdou [13] watched the influence of
radiation with temperature reliant on viscosity and thermal
conductivity on the unsteady elongating sheet through spongy
media. Mahmoud [14] contemplated that the stream and heat
transmission of a somewhat rarefied gas over an extending
surface. Kandasamy et al. [15] analyzed the group exploration
for the influence of temperature-dependent fluid viscosity with
thermophoresis and substance response on mhd free
convective heat and mass transmission over a spongy
extending surface in the existence of heat source/sink.the
combined effects of non-uniform heat source/sink and thermal
radiation on heat transmission over an unsteady expanding
vulnerable surface was seen by Pal [16]. Mukhopadhyay and
Layek [17] considered the influence of variable fluid viscosity
on stream past a heated elongating sheet surrounded in a
spongy medium in existence of heat source/sink. Dessie and
Kishan [18] mhd influences on heat transmission over
elongating sheet surrounded in spongy medium with
adjustable viscosity, viscous dissipation and heat source/sink.
yahaya shagaiya. Daniel, Y.S. and Daniel, S.K. [19]
contemplated the influences of buoyancy and thermal
radiation over mhd stream on elongating permeable sheet
utilizing homotopy investigation method. Tripathy et al. [20],
Bhukta et al. [21]. Bayones et al. [22] studied magnetohydrodynamics (mhd) flow analysis with mixed convection
moves through a stretching surface. Recently Reddy et al. [23]
studied chemical reaction impact on mhd natural convection
flow through porous medium past an exponentially stretching
sheet in presence of heat source/sink and viscous dissipation.
On seeing above works, the impact of variable viscosity and
movable thermal conductivity was not concentrated over mhd
stream, henceforth we attempted this work.

Iinvestigation of viscous incompressible fluid stream over
an extending sheet and heat transfer has an extraordinary
enthusiasm due to its industrial applications. the extraction of
plastic sheets, sheet metals, polymer extraction, wire drawing,
glass blowing, casting of metals etc. are practical applications,
the cooling process and heat transfer play vital role in
manufacturing of these products. Accordingly, Sakiads [1]
examine the borderline layer performance on the continuous
solid surface. Later on, Gupta, P.S. and Gupta, A.S. [2]
investigated the impact of heat and mass transmission over a
widening surface with the forces of pull or blowing.
Chakarbarti and Gupta [3] inspect hydro magnetic stream heat
transfer on extending sheet. Grubka and Bobba [4] broke down
the impact of heat transmission attributes of a continuous
extending surface with inconstant temperature.
The effect of heat transmission in electrically directing fluid
on stretching sheet is examined by Vajravelu and Rollins [5].
Char [6] was researched on heat transfer in hydro magnetic
streams over an elongating sheet. Ali [7] examines the
influence of thermal limit layer on a power-law overextended
surface with the forces of pull or injection. the slip stream of a
newtonian fluid past a lengthening sheet was seen by
Anderson [8]. Abo-Eldahab and El Aziz [9] show the impact
of blowing / forces of pull on hydro magnetic heat
transmission by blended convection from a slanted constantly
extending surface with internal heat generation/absorption.
impact on the stream and heat transmission of fluid through a
spongy medium on elongating sheet with internal heat
generation /absorption forces of pull / blowing was
concentrated by Cortell [10]. Mahmoud [11] researched the
thermal radiation outcome over mhd stream of a micro polar
fluid on extending surface with adjustable thermal
conductivity. Abel and Mahesha [12] examine the heat
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
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Here steady two dimensional limit layer stream of an
incompressible fluid streams past an extending sheet is
thought of, equivalent and inverse powers acting along the xaxis and uniform attractive field B0 is applied along y-axis
normally. The variable thickness and variable warm
conductivity are fluctuating and different boundaries are to be
expected as constant. The governing equations are given by:
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The governing Eqns. (2)-(4) are converted by using Eq. (4)(7) and can be transcribed as:

 a + A(1 −  ) F '''− AF '' '

(8)
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Here 𝐴 = 𝑏(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇∞ ) is variable viscosity, 𝑀 =
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The boundary conditions (4) can be reduced:
(3)

F ' = 1, F = 0,  = 1 at  = 0
F ' → 0,  → 0 as  → 

(10)

The boundary restrictions are:

u = Bx, v = 0, T = Tw at y = 0
u → 0, T → T as y → 

The physical quantities of friction coefficent 𝐶𝑓 and the
local Nusselt number 𝑁𝑢𝑥 , which are defined as:

(4)

Cf =

By introducing similarity transformation and dimensionless
quantities as:
Here
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are sheared stress and heat flux at the wall

Re x2 C f = F ''(0),

(12)
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𝐵

is viscosity- temperature and can be expressed

,𝑏 =

xqw
k (Tw − T )

Substituting (5) into (11) and (12):

Here 𝑅𝑒𝑥 = 𝑥 2 is local Reynolds number.
𝜐

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
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in the form:

where, 𝑎 =

and

,

w =  

The temperature reliant on fluid viscosity is given by:

 =  * (a + b(Tw − T ))

 u ( x)
2
e

is given by:
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x1 ' = x2 ,


x2 ' = x3 ,

1
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.

The value of 𝑏1 = 53.41, 𝑏2 = 2.43 are to be taken and it
gives 00 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 230 . The viscosity-temperature relation
satisfies the relation 𝜇 = 𝑒 −𝑎𝑇 . In this expression, the 2nd and
further order terms are ignored and the vary of temperature
(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇∞ ) is considered i.e. (00 − 230 ) . We expect that
thermal conductivity of the fluid is a linear function of the
temperature and can be written as:

(14)

The administering halfway differential conditions are hard
to settle, so they are changed over into conventional
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differential conditions as Eqns. (8) and (9) by using similarity
transformations. These BVP’s Eqns. (8) and (9) are converted
into first order ODEs (i.e. into IVP’s), as shown in Eq. (14).
The corresponding boundary conditions (11) are transmuted
in to:

x1 (0) = 0,

x2 (0) = 1,

x4 (0) = 1

x4 () = 0


x2 () = 0,

shooting method constantly until the desired values are
attained.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The outcomes acquired from the arrangement of framework
Eqns. (8) and (9) by utilizing Runge-Kutta strategy is utilized
to comprehend coupled ordinary differential equations with
limit conditions Eq. (10) for various estimations of different
boundary. The numerical estimations of wall temperature
slope -θ'(0) are tabulated in Table 1. The similar investigation
of our outcomes with prior outcomes.

(15)

We select the appropriate estimate values to F''(0) and θ'(0)
which satisfy the identical conditions F'(∞) and θ(∞) using

Table 1. Standards of wall temperature gradient −𝜃′(0) for distinct estimations of Pr with a=1, A=0, b=0 and M=0
Pr
0.5
1
10

a Gupta and Gupta [2] Grubka and Bobba [4]
1
0.4631
1
0.582
0.582
1
2.308

Ali [7] Eldahab and Aziz [9] Abel [12] Present Results
0.45255
0.45445
0.4631
0.463144
0.59988
0.58201
0.58197
0.581976
2.29589
2.30801
2.308
2.308004

The current outcomes are awesome concurrence with
existing outcomes. Table 2 exhibits the estimations of friction
coefficient -F''(0) and the wall temperature gradient -θ'(0) for
various standards of viscosity factor A and thermal
conductivity parameter ε with a=1 and Pr=0.71, M=0.5. In this
table in the event that expanding of thickness boundary, at that
point both friction coefficient and wall temperature,
inclination are improvements and expanding of thermal
conductivity boundary, the wall temperature gradient -θ'(0)
diminishes.
Table 3 presents the estimations of friction factor -F''(0) and
the wall temperature, inclination -θ'(0) for various estimations
of Prandtl group Pr, Magnetic factor M and thermal
conductivity factor ε with a=1 and A=1. In this table expanding
of Prandtl number, then both friction coefficient and wall
temperature gradient are improvements. Expanding of
Magnetic boundary, the skin contact coefficient increments
and wall temperature inclination diminish. Both friction
coefficient and the wall temperature, angles are diminished by
expanding of thermal conductivity.

Table 3. Friction coefficient -F''(0) and the wall temperature
gradient -θ'(0) standards with a=1 and A=1
Pr
0.5
0.71
2
7
10
100
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

ε
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

-F''(0)
1.224745
1.307836
1.548885
1.625417
1.700122
1.224745
1.307631
1.548198
1.624597
1.699179
1.224745
1.305853
1.54221
1.617456
1.690965
1.224745
1.303996
1.535946
1.609981
1.682366

ε
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

-f''(0)
1.289633
1.307631
1.374268
1.468916
1.495678
1.632231
1.679278
2.021271
2.301542
2.760284
1.466952
1.464865
1.46287
1.460957
1.459119

-θ'(0)
0.326837
0.428486
0.873445
1.845448
2.254399
7.687693
1.804895
1.73795
1.682451
1.59121
1.811691
1.776944
1.744711
1.714661
1.686527

Expanding of thermal conductivity, then Figure 1 outlines
the impacts of temperature reliant on variable viscosity factor
A in the velocity profile. The graph illustrates that the velocity
sketch increments with expanding movable viscosity
parameter. The impacts of a magnetic factor if there should be
an occurrence both unchanging viscosity and adjustable
viscosity, the velocity profile diminishes with expanding of
magnetic parameter, it appears in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
The impact of Prandtl number Pr in the event of adjustable
viscosity on velocity study is appeared in Figure 4.
The impacts are improved when the Prandtl number is
increments. Figure 5 displays that the influence of variable
viscosity A on temperature profile impacts is reduced by
extending adjustable viscosity. Figure 6 exhibits that the
temperature profile improves with extending thermal
conductivity limit ε if there ought to emerge an event of
adjustable viscosity.
The impacts of magnetic boundary M in both uniform
viscosity and variable viscosity, the temperature profile
increments with expanding attractive boundary and it tends to
be appeared in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Figure 9 and Figure 10
display that the temperature profile diminishes if there should
arise an occurrence of both uniform viscosity and variable
viscosity when Prandtl number Pr increments.

Table 2. Friction coefficient -F''(0), wall temperature
gradient -θ'(0) standards with a=1 and Pr=0.71, M=0.5
A
0
1
4
5
6
0
1
4
5
6
0
1
4
5
6
0
1
4
5
6

M
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
2
3
5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

-θ'(0)
0.416435
0.429777
0.452397
0.457112
0.461081
0.415144
0.428486
0.451126
0.455848
0.459823
0.404028
0.417356
0.440176
0.444954
0.448978
0.392631
0.40593
0.428923
0.433758
0.437833
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Figure 1. Velocity profile for distinct estimations of variable
viscosity A when a=1, Pr=0.71, M=0.5 & ε=0.5

Figure 5. Temperature profile for distinct standards of
variable viscosity when a=1, Pr=0.71, M=0.5 & ε=0.5

Figure 2. Velocity profile for various estimations of
Magnetic Factor M in the case of uniform viscosity when
a=1, Pr=0.71, ε=0.5 & A=0

Figure 6. Temperature sketches for various estimations of
movable thermal Conductivity ε in the case of variable
viscosity when a=1, Pr=0.71, M=0.5 & A=1

Figure 3. Velocity profile for distinct estimations of
Magnetic factor M In the case of variable viscosity when
a=1, Pr=0.71, ε=0.5 & A=1

Figure 7. Temperature descriptions for many estimations of a
magnetic factor M In the case of uniform viscosity when a=1,
Pr=0.71, ε=0.5 & A=0

Figure 4. Velocity description for different estimations of
Magnetic factor M in case of variable viscosity when a=1,
M=0.5, ε=0.5 & A=0

Figure 8. Temperature sketches for distinct estimations of a
magnetic factor M In the case of variable viscosity when a=1,
Pr=0.71, ε=0.5 & A=1
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